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Abstract
The aim of this review is to provide knowledge on importance of drug evaluation, and different evaluation methods available. Drug evaluation is to distinguish and decide the nature of the rough drug and identifying the way of adulteration. Also present new innovations in treating cancer, diabetes, and other deceases.

INTRODUCTION
A pharmaceutical drug is a medication used to analyze, cure, treat, or avoid disease. Drug treatment is a vital part of the restorative field and depends on the art of pharmacology for nonstop progression and on drug store for suitable administration [1-5]. Drugs are divided in different ways. One of the key divisions is by level of control, which recognizes doctor prescribed drugs from over-the-counter drugs. Another key refinement is between conventional little atom drugs, typically got from synthetic combination, and biopharmaceuticals, which incorporate recombinant proteins, immunizations, blood items utilized restoratively, quality treatment, monoclonal antibodies and cell treatment [6-10]. Different approaches to arrange solutions are by method of activity, course of organization, natural framework influenced, or restorative impacts. An elaborate and generally utilized arrangement framework is the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System [11].

Drug design and advancement are perplexing and costly tries attempted by pharmaceutical organizations, scholarly researchers, and governments [12-16]. Governments by and large manage what drugs can be advertised, how medications are showcased, and in a few locales, drug estimating. Debates have emerged over medication valuing and transfer of utilized medications [17]. Drug evaluation is the procedure by which harmfulness, metabolism, assimilation, end, favored course of organization, safe measurement range for a drug or gathering of drugs can be determined by resolved through clinical evaluation in people or veterinary creatures [18-23].

The aim of drug evaluation is to distinguish and decide the nature of the rough drug and identifying the way of adulteration [24,25]. The evaluation of raw drug is crucial in light of the fact that, there might be biochemical varieties in the drug, there might be deterioration because of storage, substitution and debasement might be present as a consequence of carelessness [26-30]. The crude drugs can be distinguished on the premise of their morphological, histological, and synthetic characters.

Methods of Drug Evaluation

Morphological and organoleptic evaluation: It analyses the drug evaluation by shading, scent, taste, size, shape and uncommon elements like surface [31-35].

Microscopic evaluation: This technique permits more point by point examination of a medication and their distinguishing proof by their known histological characters [36]. Magnifying lens by the uprightness of its property to
amplify, grants minute segments under study to develop so that, leaf constants, stomata file, palisade proportion can be resolved [37-42].

**Physical evaluation:** These are once in a while consistent for crude drugs, however may help in evaluation with reference to dampness content, particular gravity, thickness, optic pivot, refractive list, dissolving point, thickness, solvency and so forth [43,44].

**Chemical evaluation:** It deals with various chemical test and measures. The disconnection, cleansing and distinguishing proof of dynamic constituents are the strategies for evaluation [45-47], Quantitative synthetic test, for example, corrosive quality, saponification esteem and so on are additionally secured under these strategies [48-51].

**Biological evaluation:** Whenever physical or chemical techniques for evaluation are not giving satisfactory result in drugs then the drugs are assessed by natural strategies for evaluation [52-56]. These strategies are performed on living creatures, disengaging living organ and tissue, creature arrangement and small scale living being [57-61]. The natural techniques for evaluation is performed on living being are called bioassay or organic test [62-65].

**Biological methods of evaluation**
1. Anti-inflammatory action of medications
2. Anti-pyretic movement of medications
3. Hostile to diabetic action of medications
4. Pain relieving movement of medications
5. Anti-ulcer movement of medications
6. Anthelmintic movement of medication
7. Cardiovascular action of medication
8. Microbiological techniques

**Medical Innovations**

**Treatment of cancer:** Since ordinary chemo tranquilizes unpredictably slaughter all quickly separating cells to stop the development of tumor, these specific nanoparticles could diminish reactions by lessening drug collection in typical cells [66]. The discovery that nanoparticles can be particular to specific cells construct just with respect to their physical and compound properties has significant ramifications for nanoparticle-based treatments since cell sort specificity of medication bearers could change understanding results in the center [67-70]. In the meantime, a more profound comprehension of nanoparticle associations in the body opens the way to foresee tolerant reactions to existing liposome and nanoparticle treatments, and offers the possibility to make future medication transporters altered by hereditary profiles.

The researchers tried several polymers to make the astounding disclosure that cells could react contrastingly to the same drug bearer, even when those carcinogenic and ordinary cells originated from the lungs of the same patient [71-76]. Amazingly, the malignancy specific nanoparticles stayed within tumors in mice for over one week, while nonspecific control nanoparticles were cleared inside a couple of hours. This meant enhanced siRNA-interceded malignancy cell demise and noteworthy concealment of tumor development.

**Ovarian cancer:** Another class of drugs could be a critical stride forward in the treatment of ovarian tumor, a standout amongst the most deadly types of the sickness [77]. The medications, known as PARP inhibitors, are thought to help the body moderate the malady's movement by keeping growth cells from repairing themselves after chemotherapy treatment, accordingly contracting tumors and postponing backslides [78-81]. The medications don't work in everybody, and are thought to have the best impact in ladies with transformations of the BRCA qualities, who speak to around 15% of ovarian-tumor patients. However, late research, as yet continuous, shows that the medications may profit an extra 35% of patients with various hereditary profiles [82,83].

**Nanofishes:** These new nanobots are 100 times littler than a grain of sand and comprise of small gold and nickel sections that are associated with silver pivots [84-87]. An outer magnet is utilized to control the nickel and make a waving movement to move the bot forward. The velocity and heading of the little swimmer is dictated by the introduction and quality of the attractive field. These will have the capacity to deliver drugs like pain drug to the particular range of the body that need it [88].

**Treating diabetes:** The U.S. Nourishment and Drug Administration endorsed Adlyxin (lixisenatide), and
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once-every day infusion to enhance glycaemic control (glucose levels), alongside eating routine and activity, in grown-ups with sort 2 diabetes [89-93]. Type 2 diabetes influences more than 29 million individuals and records for more than 90% of diabetes cases analyzed in the United States. After some time, high glucose levels can expand the danger for genuine entanglements, including coronary illness, visual impairment and nerve and kidney harm [84,95]. Utilization of Adlyxin did not build the danger of cardiovascular unfavorable occasions in these patients.

**Treated asthma:** Asthma is a constant sickness that causes irritation in the aviation routes of the lungs. Amid an asthma assault, aviation routes get to be slender making it difficult to relax [96]. Extreme asthma assaults can prompt asthma-related hospitalizations in light of the fact that these assaults can be not kidding and even life-undermining. As per the Centre’s for Disease Control and Prevention, starting 2013, more than 22 million individuals in the U.S. have asthma, and there are more than 400,000 asthma-related hospitalizations each year. Compared with fake treatment, patients with serious asthma accepting Cinqair had less asthma assaults, and a more drawn out time to the main assault [97]. What's more, treatment with Cinqair brought about a huge change in lung capacity, as measured by the volume of air breathed out by patients in one second.

**Controlling sugar levels:** Another new advancement is that patients inclined to amazing variances in sugar levels no more need to experience the nerve racking knowledge of punching themselves to get drug [98]. New medications, for example, Victoza, a day by day single measurement medication, and Trulicity, a week after week medication (that is non-insulin) has been presented in India early this year [99].

Medications, for example, ACE-I, ARBs, Hydralazine/Nitrates and beta-blockers too are demonstrating promising with regards to heart disappointment [100]. Heart transplantation is today turning into the treatment of choice for the treatment of end-stage heart disappointment and has been appeared to expand life-range while additionally enhancing exercise limit and personal satisfaction.

**CONCLUSION**

The evaluation of drug is crucial before its production in order to know the chemical, toxicological, physical characteristics. So, that appropriate actions can be done in accordance. Among all biological evaluation give appropriate results as they are tested in living organisms i.e., bacteria, rats etc. PARP inhibitors are thought to help the body moderate the malady's movement by keeping growth cells from repairing themselves after chemotherapy treatment, accordingly contracting tumors and postponing backslides. Nanobots have the capacity to deliver drugs like pain drug to the particular range of the body that need it.
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